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NEW PRODUCT: GAS LEVEL INDICATOR FOR ON BOTTLES
Gas level indicator - direct on bottle
Product No.: 265231100
Gross sales price excluding VAT: 139,52 euro

mobil
mobil

With the REICH gas level indicator GIM
you can check the level in your 11 kg propane gas
bottle within seconds, wherever the gas bottle is. With its brand new measurement technology Gim is the only device
on the market that ensures a precise measuring even when there are less than 2 kg of gas in the bottle. For the
measurement, you simply place GIMmobil at the upper part of the bottle where it is held magnetically. Push a button and
the level is quickly and reliably shown on the display. By pushing the menu button the last measured level can be
shown again. This is of special advantage when you repeat the measurement after certain periods in order to calculate
your gas consumption. With the menu button you can also check the temperature. Whether for caravan or motor home,
craft or household: with the REICH gas level indicator GIMmobil you can always keep an eye on your gas supply.

Technical details:
Dimensions:
W 130 x H 55 x D 55 mm
Weight:
290 g
Suitable for:
11 kg DIN steel propane gas bottles
Operating range: -10°C up to +40°C
Accuracy:
± 250 g
Batteries:
4 x 1.5 V Alkaline, type AAA (Micro)
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NEW PRODUCTS: Gas level indicator Gimplus with surface control pad
Gas level indicator Gimplus with surface control pad
Product No.: 26523115110AP
Gross sales price excluding VAT: 169,96 euro

plus
plus

duo

With the REICH gas level indicators GIM and GIM you can check the level in your 11 kg or 5 kg
steel or aluminium propane gas bottle within seconds.
With its brand new measurement technology GIM is the only device on the market that ensures a
precise measuring even when there are less than 2 kg of gas in the bottle. This is especially important
because it indicates that the bottle will have to be replaced soon.
GIMplus and GIMduo are installed inside your vehicle. First the sensor unit is fixed at the bottle valve
by the help of a clip and then fastened to the upper part of the bottle by a tension belt. The 6 m long
cable to the control pad offers you enough flexibility when selecting a place for the control pad.
If necessary, 2 and 4 m long extension cables are available.
By pushing a button at the control pad inside the vehicle you can now see the level in your gas
bottle. It goes without saying that the GIMduo also works when only one gas bottle is connected.
The control pad saves the last measured level for both sensor units so that it can be shown again.
This is of special advantage when you repeat the measurement after certain periods in order to
calculate your gas consumption.
The control pad is available as a surface or flush control pad.
With a second sensor unit the GIMplus can be easily extended to a GIMduo.
Technical details:
Dimensions:
W 86 x H 67 x D 25 mm
Weight:
475 g
Suitable for:
11 kg and 5 kg DIN steel propane gas bottles (steel and aluminium)
Operating range: -10°C up to +40°C
Accuracy:
± 250 g
Power supply:
9 - 24 V DC from vehicle mains (stabilized d.c.)

